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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is the study of initial value problems for third order 
partial differential equations of the following type 
s + A 2 + G (u, Vu, V2u, g, V $, = 0, 
where A denotes a second order elliptic differential operator with smooth and 
bounded coefficients. We are interested in unique global smooth solutions, i.e. 
solutions defined in IIP x (0, co) having derivatives in the classical sense up to 
the order required by the equation. Equations of this type are related to para- 
bolic problems of second order by setting au/at = U. We consider two different 
cases. 
In the first section there is treated the differential equation 
where A denotes the spatial Laplacian. The existence of a unique solution 
locally in time can be shown for arbitrary dimensions by means of Banach’s 
fixed point theorem applied to a corresponding integral equation. The needed 
a-priori-estimates for noniinearities being not sublinear can be established in 
dimension n < 2, if oi is monotonically increasing and for n = 2 of at most 
cubic growth. Related initial-boundary value problems in bounded domains and 
one space dimension were discussed in [3], [S], and [6]. 
In the second part of this paper we consider equations of the form Pu/W f  
4ww + fib4 vu, Ut , Vu,) + h(u) + EL (.a4 %$ + 2g&) u*,t) = 0, 
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where the nonlinear terms satisfy certain growth conditions and moreover 
essentially the sign conditions fi . ut > 0, and fa has a nonnegative primitive 
function. The first a-priori-estimate, the so-called energy estimate, is easily 
done by means of scalar multiplication of the equation by ut . The next step, 
an estimate of 11 u(t)j/2...-r,nll , requires a rather lengthy calculation (Lemma 2.3) 
using some calculus lemmas of Sobolev type which allow suitable estimates for 
the nonlinear term in the corresponding integral equation (of parabolic type) for 
ut(t). Having done this it is not very hard to estimate any desired norm of the 
solution. Some special kinds of this equation in 71 = 1 were already treated in [ 11. 
Let us introduce some notation. W denotes the half-axis {t E R 1 t > 0}, 
Da = aqax;l ... am-/ax2 for CY = ((y1 ,..., a,) E (N u (0))“. The following func- 
tion spaces appear: C”(A, X), k E N u {0}, X Banach space, A C UP closed set, 
denotes the Banach space of K-times continuously differentiable mappings 
u: A -+ X. Cf,,(G, C) is the set of k-times continuously differentiable mappings 
u:G-+CforGClP,CCR.ForS~R+, l<p<co,letHS,P([Wn)=HS*p 
be the completion of Com( W, R) with respect to the norm /fjls,, = 
I/ St-l[( 1 + / 6 ja)S/2f(~)]ilLP(an) , where A and 9-l denote the Fourier transform 
and its inverse. For /I . 1j0,2 we simply write // . I/ . Then in [2], Th. 7, it is shown 
that for S E N u (0) the space W*P( W) coincides with the space of D’( W)-func- 
tions having distributional derivatives in D(lFP) up to order S. Moreover the 
following imbedding theorems of Sobolev type holds ([2], Th. 5 and 6): 
(a) HSfF*p C H3.p for SE R+, E > 0, 1 <p < co. 
(b) Hs~p(Rn) C Ht’Q(Rn), 1 <p < p < co, if S > t and l/q > l/p - 
(S - t)/n. 
(c) Hs~p(lw”) C C”(W, IF!) for S > 0, 1 < p < co, K E N u (O}, if 
S > k + n/p. 
Finally, HN*m( W) denotes for N E N u (0) the space of Lm( UP)-functions 
with distributional derivatives up to order N in L”(W) with norm /I . (lN,m .
1. A NONLINEARITY WITH SECOND SPATIAL DERIVATIVES 
In this section we want to consider problems of the following form: 
4% 0) = v(x), ; (x9 0) = ?&). 
(1) 
Here d := x:i”=, (a2/&ci2). The first lemma shows the local solvability of this 
initial value problem. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Assume ui E Ck,,( If& [w), o,(O) = 0 (i = I ,... n) and F, II, E 
EFJ’(W), where K E N, K > n/p + 1, K 3 2, 1 <p < 00. Then problem (1) 
admits a unique solution u E Cl([O, T,], HK.P(OBn)) n P([O, T,], HK-2,p(W)), 
where Tl = l/w(jj q /j K,p, I/ $llK,J with a function w E C;,,,(IW+ x [w’, Iw+). 
Proof. Let A denote the operator --d + 1 with domain W*r(FP) and consi- 
der the integral equation 
- A-lectA $ g (ui(&) + it e-(t-S)Av(S) dS (1’) 
.f 
t 
- 
0 
A-le-(f-S)A gl G (0; (Lsvzi(7) dr + v,<) vzi(S)) dS r= (Tv) (t). 
It is easily shown that ?” maps B = CO([O, T,], F*r(W)) into itself for each 
K > (n/p) + 1. Moreover a straightforward computation involving essentially 
only the fact that a smooth function f maps each Sobolev space H~JJ( W) for 
I > n/p locally lipschitzian into itself if f(0) = 0 shows that i’ is a contraction 
mapping sending a suitable ball in B into itself. So Banach’s fixed point theorem 
gives the existence of a unique solution v of the integral equation 
u(t) := si v(S) dS + v we arrive at the desired result. 
above. Defining 
Remarks. 1. This solution can be continued globally to each interval 
[0, T], if an a-priori-estimate of I/ ut(t)jlK,p could be given. 
2. If K > n/p + 2, then Sobolev’s imbedding theorem shows that u is a 
classical solution of the Cauchy problem. 
The desired a-priori-estimates are given in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA I .2. Let u be the solution of (1) in the class Cl([O, T,], HK*2( [w”)) n 
C2([0, T,], HK-2*2([Wn)), K > (n/2) + 2. Besides the assumptions of Lemma I. 1 
let u;(S) > 0 for all i = l,..., n and S E II%. Then we have 
11 Au(t)1i2 + 11 ut(t)li’ --L I’ jl A1’2~t(S)I12 dS < c+(t).l 
Proof. Scalar multiplication of the differential equation by ut gives 
; $ II ut(t)ll” + ii A1’2Ut(t)l12 - s f ; (4~~)) Ut dx = II W!2. R” is1 X2 
denote functions in the class C~,,(~+, R+), and A := --d 4. 1 with 
&l:-&&). 
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Integrating by parts we have - JR,, (a/ax,) 
where x:i (S) : = ji CQ(T) dr >, 0 
(a,(uzi)) ut dx = (d/dt) SW,, Ci (u,t) kc, 
f or all SE R. An integration over t shows 
II Wli2 + s,’ II A 1’2ut(S)l12 dS < w2(t). 
Next we multiply the differential equation by Au and have 
& Cut 7 A4 - I/ A1’2ut II2 + + $ II Au II2 - il s,. 2 MuzJ) Au dx z 
= (ut ) Au). 
Integration by parts again gives 
Therefore we have 
Q II Au(t>l12 G 4 il Ag, II2 + I(@), W))l + IW, &)I + jt II ~“2u,(S)l12 dS 
0 
+ i j" (II ut(S)l12 + II MS)l12) ds 
0 
9 4 ii & II2 + II Wl12 + t II 4W + I(#, &)I + j" II A1’2u,(S)l12 dS 
0 
+ a s' (II ut(S)l12 + II WS)l12) dS 
0 
and the result follows easily. 
LEMMA 1.3. Under the assumptions of the previous lemma we also have 
jot 11 u,,(S)lI” dS + II A1/2~t(t)l12 + Iot II &(S)l12 dS + II A3’2Wl12 G 4th 
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if we additionally have n = 2 and 1 u;(S)1 < C, 1 S j for 1 S j > 1, C, I S I2 ,( 
u:(s) for I s I > 1.2 
Proof. Multiplying the equation by A% we get 
(A1’2~,, , A3’2u) + ; $ Jj A3’2~ /I2 - f  s u&J u,~,~A~u dx = (ut , A%). 
i=l BP" 
Now we have 
so that 
j,k=l i=l 
- s u;(ucJ u,,,,A2u dx w 
- s iWn ; Muz,) 4 dx + jRn duz,) u,, dx 
2 c, ) c, ,... denote positive constants. 
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Moreover it is (N2utt , A%) = (d/dt) (A112~, , A3k) - jj Au, jj2, so that the 
following identity holds: 
+ i j ui(%,) uzi dx = (ut , A2u). 
i=l [w" 
Multiplying the differential equation by Au, + utt and adding half of the equa- 
tion (2) we have 
= - +-g (Al’2ut , A3’2u) - + 2 j 4(u,,) *ccrza~,iz,~,izizk dx 
s.3.k~1 V’ 
+ gl jRn +zi) %z~‘Q dx + jl jRn 4&c,) u,,,ptt dx 
+ (ut , 3A2u + Au, + utt). 
An integration over t gives the inequality 
Lt II uttfW2 ds + II A1’2Wl12 + 6 II &(f%2 ds + 2 II ~3’24~)112 
< 11 Al’2# 112 + a /( AWp (12 + 4 j / A1’2ut(t) A3’2u(t)l dx 
R” 
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The terms on the right side ar; estimated in the following way: 
4 
s 
1 A1’2ut(t) A3’2u(t)l dx < $j I/ A1’2ut(t)i/2 + 4 jl A3’2u(t)112, 
L?P 
s I 4~z,) *ziz,*tt I dx d C, I (1 + I *si I”) I u,,,ptt I dx R8” iR* 
,< G(ll %i !lLl II %yzj 110.4 II *tt II + I! %,Zi II II *tt II) 
< C,(ll A* II2 II A3’2u II II *tt II + !l Au II !I +t II) 
by Sobolev’s theorem. 
Lemma 2 then gives 
1 -j. 1A1’2ut(t)A3’2u(t)~dx++~~2+wp(t)l~A3i2u~~2. 
2 Iw” 
In the same way we get 
I Wn I d(uzi) u,,,~& I dx G &I/ 4 /I2 + 4) II A3’2~ li2. 
Furthermore we have by use of the calculus inequalities (see e.g. [4], p. 24): 
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Going back to (3) we arrive at 
< II AlIz+ II2 + i II A3’2v II2 + + II A1j2$ II Ii A3j2y II + 1” 4s) II A3’24W2 ds 
0 
+ C; j” II A1'2ut(S)lj2 dS + t It II utt(S)Ij2 dS. 
0 n 
Gronwall’s lemma gives the claimed result. 
Remark, The last assumption on (ii can be replaced by I u:(S)1 < C, for all 
S E R, as can be seen from the proof. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume K E N, K > (n/2) + 1, n = 1 or n = 2, 
Ui E C,“,,(R, R), Ui(O) = 0 (i = l,..*, n), and v, # E HK,2(W). If  o:(S) > 0 for 
i=l ,..., n; S E R, and moreower in the case n = 2: either ) u:(S)/ < C, 1 S / for 
I S / > 1 and C, 1 S j2 < ui(S)for 1 S j 3 1 or j u;(S)/ < const., thenprobZem(1) 
admits a unique solution u in the class Cl([O, T], W-“(W)) n C2([0, T], 
fF2s2( U-4”)) for any T > 0. 
Proof. The integral equation (1’) gives the following inequality: 
II Wl2,2 d Go II 9 l/2.2 + f  II 4(%*(t)) %&)ll + f II 4%,)’ 9)2pi II 
i=l i=l 
+ Iot II 4%ll,,, ds + 6 (t -1s,,,2 It 4&J u,,t II ds) . 
An application of Sobolev’s imbedding theorem leads to 
II 4(uxi> uczisi II G II ~X~,,)llo,a II uzizi II G ws(ll P2u II> II u 112.2 9 
and 
SO that Lemma 2 and 3 and Growall’s lemma give an a-priori-estimate of 
II WI,*, . In the same way it is possible to show step by step any desired a-priori- 
bound which gives together with Lemma 1.1 the claimed result. 
EXAMPLE. Pu/i3t2 - J&/t%) - Cf=, uz.u, r = 0 for n = 2. Cf. also the 
papers of Greenberg-MacCamy-Mizel [6-j,’ Grkenberg [5], and ClemCnts [3]. 
Remark. Theorem 1 .l also holds if there is an additional term f(u) on the 
left of the differential equation where f  fulfills: f~ C&(R, R), f(0) = 0, and 
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F(S) := J,sf(a) do 2 - const. S2 for all SE R, and moreover for n = 2 either 
f has polynomial growth or f is monotonically increasing. The method of proof 
is the same. 
2. NONLINEARITIES INVOLVING SPATIAL AND TIME DERIVATIVES 
In this paragraph initial value problems of the following type are considered: 
Here we define 
A,u = - for u E D(A,) = HQ’( UP), 
where A,, E Cm( !P) and C~ul=lsl=l A&x) f;a+B 2 Cl 1 5 I2 for 5 E KY, x E VP. 
For our purposes we may assume without loss of generality that (A,u, u) 3 
Ca (j u II:,, holds with a positive constant Ca . F is a mapping from lR2”+2 into R 
having the following properties: 
F(u, b, , . . . . b, , C, 4 ,..., 4) 
=f (a, b, ,..., b, , C, 4 ,...> 4) +f2(4 
+ f (g&4 bit + 2g&) 4) + 4~ , b 1 ,..., b, 9 C, 4 ,...> 4). 
i=l 
Here fi,f2,g~,~~Ci’&, f’(O) =f2(0) = h(0) = 0. Moreover we assume 
f&z, b, ,... , b, , C, 4 ,..., d,) . C > -const(a2 + xF=, bi2 + C2 + x:i”=, 1 di 12--E x 
(1 a 1~ + ~~=, 1 bi jE + / C 1’)) for all (a,..., d,) E R2”+2 with a positive E,P(S) := 
Jif2(a) do > -const S2 for all SE R 
I Na, b, ,..., b, , C, 4 ,..., &)I < corm (I a I + %tl I bi I + I C I + & I 4 I) . 
Finally p, # E HKs2( UP). 
In the following we shall always assume that these conditions are fulfilled. 
Considering the associated equation 
u,(t) = ctA, # - Iot e-(t-s)ApF(u(S),..., u,,*(S)) dS (5) 
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it is not hard to show by means of Banach’s fixed point theorem the existence 
of a unique local solution u of (4) in the class Cl([O, Tr], HKs2( W)) n C2([0, Tr], 
HK-2,2(Rn)), if K > (n/2) + 1, K > 2. As in the preceding paragraph one has 
only to use the fact that HKs2( fF@) is a Banach algebra for K > n/2. From now on 
we always assume K 3 n/2 + [n/2] + 3, so that the formal calculations are 
correct. In order to show the existence of a global solution with the same regularity 
we have to give an a-priori-estimate of 11 ~~(t)[l,,, , which is done step-by-step 
in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. The following a-priori-estimate holds 
Proof. A scalar multiplication of the differential equation with ut gives 
+ $ II u~(W + II A1’2W12 + j fi@, Vu, at , Vu,) dx + g j p(W) dx 
IWn R” 
d c, 
ji P 
I u(t)1 + f I %#)I + I +)I + f I u,,t(t)l) j u,(t)1 dx. 
i=l i=l 
because we have 
I (d(u) %+t + %i(u) uzit) ut dx = LRn I 
IWn $, (gi(4 ut”) dx = 0. 
z 
Using the assumptions on fi and p we arrive after integration at 
4 II Ut(t)l12 + it II A1’2ut(S)/12 dS 
< 4 II 1cr /I2 + j 
R” 
p(v) dx + Q j” I! A1’2ut(S)l12 dS 
0 
+ C, (II @>l12 + j" (II 4V12 + 2 II u&‘9!” + II G9112) dS) . 
0 i=l 
The identities u(t) = 9 + 1: u,(S) dS and u,i(t) = p)3ci + $ z+(S) dS imply: 
and 
II 4t>l12 < 2 (II v II2 + t lt II 4W2 dS) 9 
J’OI il 4S)l12 ds G 2 II g, II2 + ‘3 lt (I II A”2+>l12 do) ds, 
409/73/I-‘9 
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as well as 
jot II u,,(S)112 ds < 2t II vri II2 + C2 I’ (L’II A1’2&4/2 do) ds. 
Therefore we finally have a linear integral inequality of Volterra type, so that a 
generalization of Gronwall’s lemma gives the desired result. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Calculus inequality). The following inequality holds I/ Vu j/,,p < 
C, /I II jlg,q /I u ]I:2 proaided we have n 2 3, K = 2 - E (E > 0 small enough), 
q = min(n/2,2), p > 2, l/K < a < 1, a > t in the case n = 3, and 
1 -= 
P 
i+ai$-+]+(I-a)$. (f-5) 
Proof. If h := 2q/(qn - 2n + 2qk), then 0 > 1 /h = n/2 - n/q + K > 1. 
Setting K := (a - h)/(l - h), we easily check from (6): -n/p + 1 + n/2 = 
a/h > 1, usingp > 2, so that 0 < K < 1. Holder’s inequality leads to I/ Vu I/O,D < 
II vu llo”,PfiK II vu lli;gk, 9 where l/j + l/p” = 1. We set 4”:’ 2/p(l - K) and 
want to have 4 > 1. To this end we calculate as follows: 
(a) In the,case q = 2 we get from (6): p = 2n/(2 + n - 2aK). From 
1 - K = K(l - a)/(K - 1) we conclude p( 1 - K) < 2 iff nK(l - a) < 
(2 + n - 2aK)(K - 1). Th is is equivalent to 0 < (n + 2(1 - K)) (Ku - 1) 
which is obviously fulfilled. 
(b) In the case q = n/2, i.e. n = 3, we directly calculate 
because a > $. In any case we therefore have 4 > 1 and 8 = 2/[2 - p( 1 - K)]. 
So we arrive at // Vu jlss < Ij Vu j1~,2P~,L2-Pc1-~,1 /I Vu II&‘. Using Fourier trans- 
forms the last term can be treated in the following way: 
II Vu /lo.2 < (j 
UP 
(I 5 I2 I W)12A)s dt)“” ( jRa I 4!)12d”-“’ dfy. 
With 4” := l/(1 - h) and $ := I/h this means: // Vu /j,,2 < C, 11 u l/:,>,s /I u I],‘;-;‘. 
Summarizing we have II Vu llo.9 d G II Vu llZ,2pKlI~.p~l--K~I II * ll$;;2K) IIu Ilb~;K)‘l-A). 
A direct calculation gives K(l/q - & - (K - 1)/n) + i = l/p, so that 
[2 - p(l - K)]/2pK = I/q - (K - l)/ n, which means by Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem HK-l,(I C~~PK/[~-P(~--K)]. Moreover it is i = I/p - (K - l/h)/n, 
therefore HK.4 C H11A.2. Finally we have K + (1 - K) A = a and (1 - K) (1 - A) 
= 1 - a, which completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Assume f(u, uzl ,..., uEn, ut , uts, ,..., q.,) = C,“=,f:“(u, u,~ ,..., 
%,>fP(Ut > Utr, ,.-., utr,) satisjies the following growth conditions: 
1 fi(j)(u, u,, ,...) t&J = c, 1 7.4 I@ + fl I uzi I”“) 
I fi(j’(u t , utz, ,*.., %,)I < c, (I Ut I”I” + i I Uts, r@) 
i=l 
with obj’ < 00 in the case tz = 2, 
when up >, 1, 
when UZG“ < 1, 
when uy >, 1, 
when 02) < 1, 
when up >, 1, 
when uy < 1, 
when 2’ >, 1, 
when uf < 1, 
c$’ + a$) > 1, u$’ + u$’ > 1, 2) + up 3 1, 
gli + of’ > 1. 
Moreover let g,(u) vanish identically for n 3 4, otherwise assume / g;(u)1 < 
C,(l + 1 u IQ:“‘), with pa’ < co for n = 2, and &’ < 1 for n = 3. Then the 
following a-priori-estimate holds: 11 ut(t)jj2--r,p < c+(t) for p = n/2 and any E > 0. 
Proof. Using (6) and the well-known estimates for the operator e-tAn (see 
e.g. [4], p. 160) we arrive at the inequality (for any 1 <p < CO): 
II WS), VW), UtW, WW,,, ds) 
(7) 
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We have to estimate the integrand and treat the terms separately (suppressing 
the indices j). 
We assume n > 2, because 11 < 2 can be handled similarly. 
(a) The term /) / u /“o / ut jaz (!s,D for p = n/2 or p = min(2,42) is handled 
as follows. 
(a) In the case us > 1 we have 
and 
so that 
_>L-- 1 2-C 
Pr P n 
using the growth restrictions, Sobolev’s imbedding theorem then leads to 
Setting l/F :=p(uO + u2 - 1) (4 - l/n) < 1, i.e. l/[pj(uO + ua - l)] = 
1 2 - l/n, and furthermore q, r” in such a way that 1 > I/@ + l/t = 1 - 1 /j 3 E, 
and u2 > 1 19” 2 pu,(l/p - (2 - 4/n), 1 - 02 3 l/r” 3 PU - 4 U/P - 
(2 - ~)/n). This choice is possible because l/j < ~(2 - 2~)jn < 1 - p(1 /p - 
(2 - ~)/n), using the growth condition. The imbedding theorem then gives the 
estimate 
(b) The second term which has to be treated is j/ j u I00 1 utzL jU3 jlo,n . 
(a) If  u3 > 1, we conclude as follows: 
II I u I”’ I Utri lo3 llo,n < C,,(/l I U loo I Utlci I /io,p + II I 24 lo” I Utzi lo3 l~o,p,)~ (8) 
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where ~a( 1 - 1 /n) + Gs(J + 1 /n) = 4 + 2/n - S, 6 > 0 sufficiently small. 
The first term of (8) is estimated by Holder’s inequality with exponents p and p” 
for p = n/2 or p = min(2, n/2), setting 1 /p : = pua( 8 - 1 /n) < n/2( & + 2/n - 
1 - 1 /n) = i by using the growth condition, and l/q” : = 1 - 1 /p so that 
~~p~=l/p-o,(~-l/n)>1/p-(l- )/ f E n or E > 0 sufficiently small. So 
we arrive by the imbedding theorem at // 1 u 1% utzi /j0,2, < Cl, /I u i!lpa 11 ut /(2--s,9, . 
The second term of (8) is treated for p = min(2,n/2) only by Holder’s inequality 
with exponents p, q where l/p := pu,,(+ - l/n) < J-. The second factor 
/I utZi 11&6fi, is estimated using Lemma 2.2. An easy calculation shows PC& > 2, 
and setting a = (I /a,) (l/p - $ - 2/n - s)/( l/p - 4 - 2/n + e/n) < l/6, we 
find 1 /p&s = 1 /n + a(1 /p - (2 - c)/n) + (1 - u) + and a > $, so that 
Lemma 2.2 gives the inequality 
Putting these results together we have 
for p = min(2, n/2). 
(8) In the case us < 1 let p be either n/2 or min(2, n/2) and estimate as 
follows: 
We define 1 /p : = p(~,, + us - 1) (+ - l/n) < 1, and 4, r” in such a way that 
1 = l/p + l/q + l/r” and l/p > l/p@+ 3 l/p - (1 - 4/n, l/P > l/PF(l - 4 
> 1/p - (2 - 6)/n. This is possible, because l/p + us(1 - (p/n) (1 - c)> + 
(1 - ,+) (1 - (p/n) (2 - l )) < 1 by use of the growth conditions. Therefore 
we are led to the inequality 
(c) The next term is I/ 1 u,~ /“I I ut 1% /1t,9 for p = n/2 or p = min(2, n/2). 
(Q.) If CT~ >, 1, Holder’s inequality gives if applied to the factors ( u,~ jU1, 
I ut IOZ--l and ut with exponents p, 4, r” defined by l/p : = pu,/2 < I, l/q” : = 
p(~,-l)/2<1,andl/r”:=1-l/~-l/q”=1-(p/2)(u,+u,-l)>0: 
because the growth condition implies l/p? > l/p - (2 - l )/n. 
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(/3) If oa < 1 we apply Holder’s inequality to the factors 1 U, 1°l+Oz-l, 
I u,* P, and I Ut I 02. The corresponding exponents 3, @ and r” are restricted by: 
_;:=P(ul+u2-l)(l 1 I 1 I--E 
P 2 
, ‘> p ‘pp”(1 - u2) a p - 71 ’ 
‘> 
1 &A-~ 
p’jzg p -ii-’ 
This choice is possible for we easily calculate by the growth restriction: 
1/~+(1-u2)(l-(p/n)(l-~))+u2(1-(p/n)(2-~))<1.Thisleadsto 
(d) The last term coming from the nonlinearityfis j/ / u,< 101 I utzj lo3 IIO,n . 
(a) If us 3 1, we have 
II I uz* lo1 IUtzj IUS /lo.* < C,,(II uzei Il&fiol II utzj Ilo,p~ + II I *,* lU1 I *tzj 6 II,,,) (9) 
where 042 + Ea.& + l/n) = 2/n + Q - 6, S > 0 sufficiently small. The first 
term of (9) is treated for p = n/2 or p = min(2, n/2) with 1 /j : = ~042 < 4 and 
l/p”:= 1 - l/j. W e h ave 1 /pa = l/p - 42 > l/p - (1 - ~)/n, and therefore 
II uei ll;‘pfio, utej llo,pg G c,, II * II;:2 II Ut l12-E,n * 
The second term in (9) is treated for p = min(2, 42) by estimating 
Here we define l/j : = ~042 and 1 /rj : = 1 - 1 /j so that an application of the 
growth restrictions gives l/p@s < 4 which allows the use of Lemma 2.2 with 
a = l/Z3 * (l/p - 4 - 2/n - S)/( l/p - J - 2/n + c/n.) < l/G3 . This leads to 
II I UZi lo1 IQ. lo3110*p < c,, II 24 ll;f2 (II ut 112-,,, + 1) (II ut Il:p) + 1). 
(/3) The case u3 < 1 is treated forp = n/2 orp = min(2, n/2). We apply 
Holder’s inequality to the factors I uzi 101+0+, 1 u,. /lV03, and 1 uts. 103 with 
corresponding exponents 6, 4, r” restricted by l/j :‘= p(ui + u3 - i)/2 < 4, 
l/p 3 l&(1 - ~~3) > I/p - (I - E)/n, l/p 3 l/p?os 3 l/p - (1 - l )/n. We 
remark that by use of the growth conditions l/g + (1 - us) (1 /p - (1 - ~)/n) + 
u,p(l/p - (1 - c)/n) < 1 so that this choice is possible. This gives 
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(e) If n < 3 there might also appear a term of the form /) g;(u) u,<z+ ljO,P , 
which can be estimated as follows: 
I gl(4 %pt I G Gdl u lD2) + 1) I %$ I I % I 
< C,,(l u ,&P I Ut I + I uxi I@ I Ut I + I %, I I Ut I)* 
Here we set l/p?’ : = (n + ~)/4 < 1 and l/@ : = 1 - l/p?‘. An easy calcula- 
tion shows &‘pt’( 4 - l/n) < 2/n = l/p, and jr’ + 1 < (n + 4)/n so that 
parts (a) and (c) of this proof directly lead to 
II g;(u) usiUt Ilo,p < C,,(ll u ll$:p”i’ + II u II<: + II u II,,,) II Ut l12-c,1, 9 
if p = n/2. 
Finally we have II gi(u) uzit llo.8 < C.&l + II u 11$+1) IIut /L9. This can be 
easily proved using part (b), because 
(pt’ + 1) (; - ;, +++;<++;. 
Summarizing the results of parts (a)-(e) we can conclude from (7) by 
Gronwall’s lemma and Lemma 2.1 that an a-priori-estimate of /I Qt)l/2-E,D for 
p = min(2, n/2) is established. 
In a next step we want to show an analogous result for p = n/2. An analysis of 
the proof up to this point easily shows that to this end only two terms have to be 
estimated in the case 71 > 4. The first of these is I/ 1 u 100 1 utz, jas 1jo,9 where 6s is 
defined as above, C3 3 1. We have 
where fi, 4, r” are restricted as follows: 
l++++$, 1 >f>p($--@)=+ 
$ (C3 - 1) > + >,p@, - 1) (+ - +, > 
L 1 
( 
1 2-e 
2 
--- . u&-pPo, 2 
n 1 
This choice is possible because a calculation involving the definition of Es shows: 
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Sobolev’s lemma then gives 
The second term which has to be treated is 11 I u,~ j”l ) utzj )03 //0,9 with 5s as 
above, 5s 3 1, We apply Holder’s inequality to the factors I uzi 101, 1 gtzj 1 &I, and 
j utzj / with exponents $, Q, v” which fulfill: 
Using the definition of 5s one can calculate that the sum of the right hand sides 
of these three inequalities is less than 1, so that they can be fulfilled. We get 
II I UZi lo1 I Utr, IF3 !lo.p G c,, !I u IIH’,,, II ql~~~~, II ut l/2--r,p .
We then go again back to (7), use the estimate of 11 bill,-,,, given above, and 
arrive by Gronwall’s lemma at the claimed result. 
LEMMA 2.4. Under the assumptions of the preceding lemma the following 
estimate holds: 
II 4)ll,-4 G W&) with j = n for any E > 0. 
Proof. We proceed as in the foregoing proof. For part (a) we only remark 
that H2-c,n/2 C Lp for any fixed p, if E is chosen small enough, so that we arrive at 
II I u I”0 I ut lo2 llo.~ G 44 (II u l12-c,~ + II ut l12-,,s) by Lemma 2.3. For part (b)(a) 
we apply Holder’s inequality to the factors 1 u I%, / utzi 103-r, / utz, I with expo- 
nents $, 4, r” subject to the conditions J := l/cu,, , i.e. l/@uO = c/n = 2/n - 
(2-~)/n,l/r”~~,i.e.l/~~~~/n=l/~-(l-~)/n,andI/p”~(l+~)(us- I), 
i.e. l/$g(~s - 1) 3 (1 + e)/$ = 2/n - (1 - c)/n. These conditions can be 
fulfilled because ua < 2, so that we have 
Part (b)(p) is treated by using the imbedding H2-r+n/2 CLP for any fixed 
p < co. For the next term (part c) we consider first of all the case a, 3 1 and 
conclude: 
setting l/j := (1 + c) (err - 1) < 1 (for we have ur < 2 in any case), i.e. 
I/$J~(u~ - 1) = (1 + c)/n = 2/n - (1 - E)/n, l/f : = 6u2 , i.e. l/j%+ = c/n = 
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2/n - (2 - c)/n, and l/g := 1 - l/l; + l/F > 0. From this it follows that 
l/&j = 2/n - u&r - l (ur + ua - 1) > c/n = 1 /$J - (1 - 6)/n, so that we are 
led to 
The case CQ < 1 can be treated similarly leading to 
Next we treat part (d)(a) by using Holder’s inequality: 
We define I /? := E, which means I/$ = c/n = 1 /$J - (1 - c)/n, and let 
8, 9” fulfill: 20, > l/j > ui(1 + E), i.e. 2/n >, 1 /j&r1 3 2/n - (1 - E)/n 
(remark: u1 < l), l/p” := 1 - l/f - l/j > 1 - E - l/j > 0. Then we cal- 
culate by the growth restrictions: l/~$(u, - I) > 2/n - (1 - c)/n. Thus we 
have 
II I ues lo1 I Utz I P I!,,$ < c,, II * l/;lc,1i,2 IIut II>& II Utl/2-s,~ *
Part (d)(p) is treated similarly, and part (e) as follows: 
(I 1 u p u u // ri t ()fi G II u ll$&w I! ugi ll,,cfi II Ut llo&j 
with I/$ := &‘, 1 14” > E, l/f > E, 1 = l/j + 1 /a + I/r”. Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem gives: 
II R;(u) Uz,Ut llo.$ G C,,(ll u ll$:.n,2 + 1) II Ut llP-c,nj:! I! u II*-,,$ * 
Part (f) can be treated easily, too, so that the claimed estimate follows as in 
the preceding lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3 the following estimate 
holds : 
II ~t(t)ll~+l-~.p < dt) for any 6 > 0, + <P -c 9 
where 1 = [n/2] + 2. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.4 we have II u,(t)ljle, < us(t) for each n/2 <p <CO, 
so that an a-priori-estimate of /I ut(t)ljz-e,a , n/2 < p < co, can be given analog- 
ously to the preceding lemma. In order to estimate (I ut(t)ll~-E,p , starting from a 
given estimate of II ut(t)ljp-l--E,B (I 33, /E N) for n/2 <j5 < co, we remark that 
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the following inequality can easily be proved with continuous functions F, and 
v E{U, uJ: II F(*> Vu, *t > Wlr-2.1, 
- (1 + 1 Dh j + I DF1ut I)llo,g + II J’(u, Vu, *t 9V*t)llm 
< 4 24 IIT-2s 3 11 *t 11~.2.m) (11 * lli--1.9 + II *t 117-1.~) 
where w E CFO,(R+ x R+, R+). Because 11 u III-~,~ and 1) Ut ~JI-~,~ were assumed 
to be already estimated, the inequality analogous to (7) gives an a-priori-bound 
of II *t(t)lir-E,P , so that the lemma is proved. 
Remark. We always assumed K 3 n/2 + [n/2] + 3 = n/2 + 2 + 1, so that 
H~+~-~~P 3 F.2, and therefore it makes sense to estimate the Hz+l--E*p norm 
a-priori for the given local solution. 
LEMMA 2.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3 we also have I/ u,(t)ll,,, < 
49. 
Proof. Let I be as in Lemma 2.5. Then one has as in the preceding lemma 
II+, vu, *t 7 WILL2 < 4 24 Ill-Lrn 9 II *t Lm) (II * 11~~ + II ut 11~~) with a 
function w E CF&iw+ x R+, R+), so that an estimate of I/ u,(t)lJ,,, follows. 
Assume an estimate of 1) ut(t)ljp,2 for a fixed I < I? < K, i? E IV. Because the 
chain rule together with Sobolev’s imbedding theorem gives 
II 0, Vu, *t > WlR.2 < 4 u 116.2 3 /I *t llK2) (II * llk+Lz + II *t lk+1.2) 
with w as above (remark I? - I > n/2), an application of Gronwall’s lemma to an 
analogue of (7) gives an estimate of Ij u,(t)lIg+l,2 , and so step-by-step the desired 
result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.3 the Cauchy-problem (4) 
has a unique solution u in the class Cl([O, T], HK*2(W)) n C2([0, T], HK-2*2(Rn)) 
for any T > 0. This solution is a classical one. 
Proof. The remarks at the beginning of this paragraph together with Lemma 
2.6 directly give the result. 
Now we want to specialize our results to the equation 
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where f fulfills the following conditions: 
f  E Ci&(R R), f (0) = 0, f’(S) > 0 for all S E R. (11) 
In this case we shall show that some better results hold. Lemma 2.1 gives first 
of all an a-priori-bound of (/ u,(t)1j2 + $, 11 ut(S)& dS. Moreover we have 
LEMMA 2.7. (I u(t)ll,,, < w,(t). 
Proof. Multiply the differential equation by Au, A := --d + 1. This gives 
$ (ut , Au) - 1) A1’2 ut (I2 + + $ I/ Au II2 - + $11 A”% /I2 + (f(u), Au) = 0. 
Now we have 
(f (4, Au) 
so that by integration we are led to 
B II A4t>l12 + W>, Au(Q) 
< + II 4 II2 + (~44~) + II W2~@)l12 - Q II A1’29, II2 + s” II A1’2WN2 6 
0 
which implies 
B II A40112 f 4 II AW12 + II ~,(~)112 + 4 II AT II2 + II 1G II II 4 II + 4 II A1’2~(t)l12 
- 4 II A1’2g, II2 + lt II A1’2~,(W2 a. 
Using the a-priori-bounds above the result follows directly. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let f  fulfill the following growth condition 1 f(S)] < C,,(l S 100 + 
S) with p. = n/(n - 4) - S, 6 > 0 arbitrarily small, for n > 4, p. < cg for 
n = 4. Then we have II u,(t)[l,+, < wa(t) for any E > 0, p = n/2. 
Proof. Holder’s inequality gives /I I u 1% j(o,9 < /I u $$&,,, 11 u IIo,BB. Set- 
ting 1 /a := E, which implies l/pq” = +a = l/p - (2 - e)/n and l/j : = 1 - E, 
so that l/pj(po - 1) > 4 - 2/n f or 
Cdll 24 lli:zl + 1) II u ILP * 
n > 4, we arrive at Ilf(u)llo,e < 
The result now follows as above. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume f ful$lls (11) and the growth condition of the preceding 
lemma, 9, # E HK*2(~n), K >, n/2 + [n/2] + 3. Then problem (10) has a unique 
(classical) solution 
u E Cl([O, T], EF2(Rn)) n C2([0, T], HK-2*2(Rn)) for any T > 0. 
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Proof. Cf. Lemma 2.4ff. 
EXAMPLES. 1. An application of Theorem 2.1 shows the existence of global 
classical solutions of the Cauchy-problem for equations of the type 
~-A~+Clu2ut~+C2u3+C3~,(~~+2u~~i)=0 forn=3 
z 
where C, , Ca , C, > 0 (cf. the paper of Arima-Hasegawa [I] for the special 
case C, = 0). 
In n = 2 dimensions we can treat e.g. equations of the form 
a2u 
- - A g + C,u2”ut + c2u2T+l + c, i (Uq~ugiUt + 
2 
at2 
___ U”%lt”r = 0. 
i=l qi-t 1 i 
wherep, r, qiEN; Cl, C,, C,aO. 
For rz = 1 very general equations can be treated, such as 
a% _- 
at2 gx2 + CIU%~ + C2u,%, + C3u%~ut + C$i- 
t c, (u%l, + & u~+lu,,) = 0, 
wherep,q,r, SEN; C,, C,, C,, C,, C,>O. 
R/Iore general examples are for arbitrary dimension n 3 3: 
z - A g + (CM*) + Gg2P*>) *t + C,g,(*) = 0, 
where 
Cl 3 c, > c-3 > 0, gl(u) = 1 u loo for / u / > 1, 
4 
%<---7 n-2 g, E GWJ-Q 
g,,(Vu)= (Vu(O1 forlVuj > 1, 
4 
q<-, g, E GL([w"), and II 
g3(u) = / u 1’ 21 for / u / 3 1, 
4 
P<--, n-2 g3 E G&m. 
2. Examples for using Theorem 2.2 are: 
a224 _ - A 2 + $~+l = 0, 
at2 PEN, n<4 
as 
---A$+u3=0, 
at2 
for 7t = 5. 
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